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QUESTION 1

A stored procedure returning one value is created, which two methods can be used to execute the procedure? (Choose
two.) 

A. Using the EXECUTE command. 

B. Using the SELECT statement within a FROM clause. 

C. Using the SELECT statement within a HAVING clause. 

D. Using the SELECT statement without a FROM clause. 

E. Using the SELECT statement with tables in the FROM clause. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

What function can nzbackup perform? 

A. Back up pg.log files. 

B. Back up TEMP tables. 

C. Back up host data (catalog metadata). 

D. Back up the data using the specified number of streams. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which attribute CANNOT be defined for both users and groups? 

A. Row set limit. 

B. Default priority. 

C. Query time out. 

D. Password expiration. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When working with sequences, which statement will always be true? 
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A. One-up numbers are generated. 

B. Integers (whole numbers) are generated. 

C. The first value generated is the number 1. 

D. The sequence number assigned will be unique across all tables and databases. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Columns in a table may be zonemapped. How are those columns chosen? 

A. They are automatically selected by the system. 

B. They are based on the same columns as the table\\'s distribution key. 

C. They are added via the ALTER TABLE ADD INDEX(column_name) statement. 

D. They are added via the ALTER TABLE ADD ZONEMAP(column_name) statement. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

When a temporary table is created, where will the data be stored? 

A. On the host under the /nz/tmp directory. 

B. On the S-Blades under the data partition. 

C. Held in physical memory on the S-Blades. 

D. On the S-Blades under the swap partition. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What are two considerations for usage of materialized views? (Choose two) 

A. Materialized views are not supported. 

B. Materialized views are logical entities. 

C. Materialized views may improve query performance. 

D. Materialized views are the same as database views. 

E. Materialized views are considered for usage by the Optimizer. 
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Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 8

When creating a table, you can specify a column constraint for each individual column of either "NULL" or "NOT NULL".
When column values are later evaluated within a query statement, which of these is true? 

A. 0 is equal to null, the empty string ( \\'\\' ) is equal to null. 

B. 0 is equal to null, the empty string ( \\'\\' ) is not equal to null. 

C. 0 is not equal to null, the empty string ( \\'\\' ) is equal to null. 

D. 0 is not equal to null, the empty string ( \\'\\' ) is not equal to null. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the state of the two hosts on a properly functional PureData System for Analytics Appliance? 

A. Active - Active 

B. Active - Stand by 

C. Stand by - Backup 

D. Stand by - Passive 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statement is NOT true? 

A. nzbackup backs up selected tables. 

B. nzbackup backs up to a file system destination. 

C. nzbackup backs up to a Veritas NetBackup destination. 

D. nzbackup backs up to a IBM Tivoli Storage Manager destination. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

What will prevent a GROOM TABLE command from running on a table named TableA? 
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A. If there are any materialized views on the table TableA. 

B. If there are any active selects running against the table TableA. 

C. If there are any active nzloads running against the table TableA. 

D. If there are any active updates running against the table TableA. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the limitation on join types with floating-point data types? 

A. The system does not have a limitation on floating-point data types. 

B. The system cannot perform any type of join on floating-point data types. 

C. The system cannot perform a fast sort merge join on a floating point data type, but instead must perform a slower
hash join. 

D. The system cannot perform a fast hash join on a floating point data type, but instead must perform a slower sort
merge join. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Given a plan ID, how would you obtain the query execution plan? (Choose two.) 

A. Turn ODBC tracing ON. 

B. Issue "SELECT * FROM _V_SESSION;" 

C. Go to the query history within the Windows NzAdmin GUI tool. 

D. Run EXECUTION PLAN before the query has been submitted. 

E. Issue "SHOW PLANFILE ;" after the query has been submitted. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement regarding temporary tables is true? 

A. They are limited to 1 terabyte in size. 

B. They may include a DISTRIBUTE ON clause. 

C. They are limited to 16 per user per database. 
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D. They will be included in any nzbackup of the database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which statement is true about optimizer settings? 

A. They can be set system wide only. 

B. They can be set at the database level only. 

C. They can be set at the session and at the group level. 

D. They can be set system wide and at the session level. 

Correct Answer: D 
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